Abstract-The complex adaptive multi-agent system evolution requires the system is capable of evolving dynamically according to the application requirements and run-time environment changes. The scenario concept in the requirements phase of software engineering domain is introduced to the dynamic evolution. Different from the static requirements description, in this paper the scenario is used to illustrate the system dynamic evolution context. It is used to define the roles, the agents, the environment and the self-adaptive policies. Firstly, the scenario formal representation and scenario automation machine are defined. The MAS evolution is represented as a series of scenarios transformation based on the scenario automation machine. It provides a new method for complex software evolution and supports the system reuse in larger granularity.
INTRODUCTION
Scenario concept was first introduced into the military and strategic research fields. Economists use the scenario to define a long-term plan, while management experts and policy-makers use scenario to make the strategic decision-making. In the field of software engineering, scenarios are often used for the human-computer interactions, or be used to illustrate the requirements of the software-intensive systems. Software engineers usually look the scenario as an efficient method to mine user requirements, and integrate the requirements into the software whole-life cycle development. Now most researchers generally look the scenario as a kind of the human-computer interaction and information system communication tools, which have a multi-perspective interpretation and applications.
Generally the complex adaptive multi-agent system(MAS) is expected to adjust its structures or behaviors automatically. It is capable of predicting, making decisions, and improving itself in accordance with environment changes, such as biology system, ecosystem, social system, economic system etc.
In a typical multi-agent system the agents interact with each other dynamically, which have the capabilities of sensing environment and evolving continually in accordance with their behaviors and environment changes [1] .
The purpose of introducing the scenario is to support the MAS adapt to environment changes in a larger granularity. Now scholars usually study the software evolution using petrinet or architecture based method so on [2, 3] . But they still face two major challenges. First, it is significantly dependent on a centralized control center to coordinate the adaptive behaviors of the system. Second, it is difficult in advance to predict all the adaptive behaviors in a variety of application environments.
In the practical multi-agent system development, we propose and test the scenario based MAS evolution method. First of all, the MAS characteristics and behaviors are represented as a series of application scenarios. The scenario defines the agent role, task, behaviors and the self-adaptive policies. With the scenario transformation, the agent behaviors and their interactions will change automatically. Thus the MAS evolves automatically according to the scenario transformation. And the scenario transformations are illustrated in a scenario automation machine.
In our design, we design the scenario as a special agent, to avoid centralized control the scenario agent will look other agents as dependent services or interaction agents. By deploying scenario agents dynamically, we achieve the goal of adapting to unpredicted application scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 describes the evolution approach base on scenario automation machine. Section 4 provides the example demonstration. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
In software and system engineering, researchers pay more attention to the requirements based on scenario. They give some definitions to model and formalize requirements. So far, it lacks a universal definition. Some typical works, such as P.A. Gough [4] and J.M. Carroll [5] look the scenario as real world descriptions by using natural language, graphic methods. But A. Cockburn [6] and A.G. Sutcliffe [7] define the scenario as models such as use case and events descriptions. In the CREWS(Cooperative Requirements Engineering With Scenarios) many researchers study the scenario deeply and build a rich theory foundation. M. Jarke et al. [8] study the scenario definition, model and its evaluation from three perspectives of human-computer interaction, software engineering and strategy management. While C. Rolland [9] study the scenario classification framework from the dimensions of content, goal and life-cycle.
From these research works, the scenario has different definitions. Scenario usually is used as a static record to describe the real world task, user, system interactions and so on. Now it lacks a deterministic bounded goal and structure. Moreover, it lacks the appropriate scenario classification standard. Different granularity scenarios have different International Conference on Applied Mathematics, Simulation and Modelling (AMSM 2016) abstraction levels and complexities. For instance, larger granularity scenarios often consist of less accurate hypotheses. Multi-agent system evolution is mainly represented by the variability of the number of the agents, the adjustment of the agents interactions and their dynamic behaviors etc. Therefore, the scenarios have to be validated and corrected. To improve it, we not only look the scenario as a static record, but also put more emphasis on the dynamic record to describe the MAS evolution context.
III. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM EVOLUTION

A. Scenario and Scenario Automation Machine
We define the scenario as a description of system run-time environments and behaviors including related task, participant agents and adaptation policy etc.
1) Definition 1:
Scenario= (ID, R,S, A, B, P),where ID={name, triggers } is used to identify scenarios, the elements are the primary keyword name and trigger conditions, which can be extended flexibly.
R={r 1 , r 2 , …, r m } represents the role set. The role is an abstract entity with the responsibility and capability. The agent is an instance of specific role. That means the role can be looked as a set of agents with the same capabilities. A number of agents are able to play a specified role. Likewise, one agent can play many roles in different scenarios. The role assignment, inheritance and evolution is illustrated in our work [10] . S={ s 1, s 2, …, s m } is scenario context, s i represents the environment states.
A={ a 1 , a 2 , …, a n } is the participant agents set, which usually plays the specific roles. The agent is regarded as the autonomous entity which plays the specified roles in the system. Through role binding, the agent instances can be generated from roles. R-A binding: it is a map from the agents to the roles, the map function is denoted as bind(R): B={ b 1 , b 2 , …, b l } is the agent behavior set, which is used to describe the system functions and capabilities.
P=P g∪ P a∪ P u represent the scenario policy set including the goal policy P g , action policy P a and utility policy P u , which shows the achieved goal, executing action plan and the executive utility.
2) Definition 2:
Based on the scenario definition, we define a scenario automation machine as SA=(S,E,δ, S 0 , S f ), where S is the non-empty scenario set; E is the events set for triggering scenario transformation;δ is the scenario transformation policy, which is S×E→2 Ｓ mapping function,δ (S i ,e)={ S j , S k , …,S n }, S j , …,S m ∈S; S 0 is the initial scenario set, S 0 ⊂S; S f is the terminate scenario set, S f ⊂S. The simple scenario transformation is similar to δ=
, which triggers a series of events to form the scenario transformation series. For example, the Scenarios={scenario1,scenario2, scenario3} illustrated in table I in detail. Based on the scenario analysis, we define the scenario agent and scenario automation machine. The scenario based MAS evolution is designed according to the defined scenario automation machine. The three scenarios transformation is shown in Figure 1 .
FIGURE I. SCENARIO TRANSFORMATION
When we design MAS evolution, first the system evolution features and behaviors are illustrated as a series of application scenarios. The scenario agent actually defines the agent roles, behaviors, interactions, and adaptation polices [11] . The system evolution is capable of being represented by predefined scenario automatic machine. It avoids centralized control because the scenario agent can be deployed dynamically with the system evolution. When the specified events occur, the system will transform to a new application scenario. The scenario automation machine guides the agent to adapt to different application scenarios. Moreover, the scenario transformation is triggered by the trigger events. It will send the message to the related application scenarios. The related scenarios then transfer to run-time states, and constrain the agent behaviors automatically according to the policies.
B. Evolution Approach
The scenario automation machine in fact shows the agent how to adapt to different application scenarios so as to achieve the goal of system evolution. According to the defined scenario automation machine MAS consists of a series of scenarios illustrated in Figure 2 . In figure 2 , with the system evolvement it will adjust the agent behaviors, interactions and policies automatically. The scenario automation machine describes the agent interactions, role changes and behavior transformations. It provides larger granularity scenario-level reusability. The multi-agent system is described as MAS=(S, R, A, E , δ, S 0 , S f ), where S=(S 1 , S 2 , …, S n ) is the set of scenarios; R={R 1 , R 2 , …, R k } is the set of roles; A= {A 1 , A 2 , …, Am} is the se of specified agents with different roles, usually k≤m; E={E 1→2 , … , E i→j , …, E k→n } is the event set; E i→j is the events for S i to S j , E i→j illustrates the trigger events from S i to S j ,（S i , E i→j , S j ）∈δ, S i is the initial scenario, while S j is the terminate scenario. The concrete MAS evolution is implemented as
. The agent behaviors will change dynamically in accordance with different scenarios. And they will play different roles with the system evolution, when the agents move to or leave from a scenario, they will execute adaptation policies and various behaviors, the adaptation policies guide the agents to adapt to different scenarios. The related scenario elements will change dynamically.
IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To test the MAS evolution based on the scenario automation machine. Let's take intelligent transportation systems as an example, it is divided into some scenarios such as normal traffic, traffic accident, traffic jam, traffic control etc. These scenarios and its scenario automation machine can be pre-defined for MAS evolution. The scenarios define the related vehicles, signals, driver and policemen behaviors. It provides the scenario-level development and reusability. Based on the system scenario automation machine, the MAS shows the dynamic evolution. Firstly, the transportation can be described in different agents. To simplify the system, the agents in the system are as follows.
A. Vehicles
Interface: enter the scenario, leave the scenario;
Data items: the road conditions (congestion, slippery etc.), location;
Interaction services: roads, traffic, navigation; Decision policy: When the information for driving the same way is received, it response YES or NO timely; When information for coupling is received, it joins the coupling list; When the traffic jam or accidents occur, it will plan a new road etc.
Behavior: update the road information; send the road information; call the navigator or broadcast services; and plan a different road.
B. Navigator: It is Integrated with the Car.
Interface: Returns the current position; return the next intersection or next road; check the route with a particular intersection or road. We define the scenario automation machine in figure 3.
FIGURE III. THE SCENARIO AUTOMATION MACHINE EXAMPLE
The events E={E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , E 4 , E 5 }, which represents the events for triggering scenario transformation, such as information broadcast, drive speed, danger signs etc. After the above analysis, we design the related scenario agent.
In the experiment, we simulated four scenarios of normal driving, traffic accidents, traffic control and traffic congestion. The system supports dynamic deployment of a new scenario. In the system, the first vehicle runs in normal driving conditions, once the scenario of the traffic congestion or traffic control happens, the migration of the vehicle based on the scenario automation machine will make decisions to change their behavior automatically, such as adjusting the speed and changing the driving route. W the system evolves the cars of the system quality attributes such as expected arrival time with the red line and actual arrival time with the blue line are illustrated in figure 4.
FIGURE IV. MAS EVOLUTION AND ITS EVALUATION
We test the scenario automation machine. The result is consistent with the real quality evaluation including average speed, running cars and congestion so on. When the system evolves to the normal traffic scenario, the vehicle is expected to run the similar drive time. While agents move to the traffic congestion scenario, the actual drive time is becoming longer. We also test the new optimized traffic congestion scenario, the agents adapt to the new scenario by changing its behaviors and polices.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce the scenario and scenario automation machine to multi-agent system evolution. As MAS evolves, the agents adapt to the system by playing different role, executing the policies and behaviors etc. The system evolution is demonstrated by a series of scenario transformations defined as scenario automation machine. It also provides the scenariolevel granularity reuse. Our future work is to test complex MAS online self-evolution and scenario operations.
